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with Strong Results

Why Liphatech Soft Bait?
Performance

Active Ingredients

Liphatech’s family of soft baits offers less mess and less waste
than wax-based block rodenticides, often with better results. In
testing, FirstStrike® and Resolv ® consistently outperform traditional
blocks. FirstStrike’s innovative formula offers excellent palatability
and outstanding performance; Resolv gives PMPs a low cost-perplacement baiting solution; and TakeDown™ combines the power of
an acute rodenticide with the advantages of a soft bait formulation.

DIFETHIALONE
Active ingredient (25 ppm) in FirstStrike.
Second-generation anticoagulant exclusive
to Liphatech; vitamin K1 antidote readily
available.
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No Wax
In addition to enhancing palatability,
a wax-free formula maintains its integrity even
in high temperatures, meaning no melting,
no crumbling and less waste.* Wax-based
blocks can contain 20%, even 30%, wax.**
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Palatability
Even when other food is available, rodents
choose Liphatech soft baits. Our no-wax,
nut-free formulas are made with food grade
oils and grains. Whether or not the paper
packaging is removed, the aroma helps
attract rodents. The different flavor profiles
of FirstStrike and Resolv give PMPs the
option of alternating between them.

Active ingredient (50 ppm) in Resolv.
Popular second-generation anticoagulant;
vitamin K1 antidote readily available.
Invented by Liphatech.
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Flexibility
Soft bait allows PMPs flexibility to adjust the
number of pouches per placement as needed,
within the amounts allowed on the label.
Pouches can be quickly secured with bait
rods or a feeding device such as SoftSecure™
Technology (SST). Since product labels allow
for soft bait to be removed from its paper
packaging, there are no paper shreds to
clean up after it is consumed.
*Testing was conducted in an oven at 200° F for 8 hours.
**Third party wax analysis of a bromadiolone wax-based block.

BROMETHALIN
Active ingredient (100 ppm) in TakeDown.
Rapidly-absorbed, acute non-anticoagulant
neurotoxin.

FirstStrike

®
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A Soft Bait that Hits Rodents Hard

FirstStrike Soft Bait
• High acceptance by rodents thanks to its highly palatable wax-free formula.
• Bait is excellent for clean-out, lingering rodents or heavy infestations.
• Exclusive difethialone (25 ppm), second-generation anticoagulant.
• See results as soon as 4-5 days after placement.

FirstStrike
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Unmatched Performance

FirstStrike Soft Bait
The active ingredient in FirstStrike is difethialone,
a second-generation anticoagulant invented by Liphatech.
It offers excellent palatability and outstanding performance
for tough jobs and everyday use.
• Different flavor profile from Resolv and TakeDown™.
®

• Available in 10g pouches (4 lb. bag, 8 lb. pail or 16 lb. pail) and larger
40g pouches (16 lb. pail) ideal for use with SoftSecure™ Technology (SST).
• FirstStrike 40g pail comes with 5 SSTs.

Why Liphatech Soft Bait?

PERFORMANCE

WAX-FREE

PALATABILITY

FLEXIBILITY

Greater efficacy and better
results compared to
traditional blocks.

Durable formula won’t melt
in high temperatures or
crumble, reducing waste.

No-wax formulas are highly
attractive, even when other
food is available.

Quickly secure single or
multiple pouch placements;
remove paper for less mess.

Resolv

®
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Strong Results, Low Cost-Per-Placement

Resolv Soft Bait
• Contains bromadiolone (50 ppm), a second-generation anticoagulant.
• Consistent performance with a lower cost-per-placement than
traditional wax blocks.
• Results visible in 4-5 days from placement.
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Resolv
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Your Go-To Baiting Solution

Resolv Soft Bait
Resolv soft bait gives you strong results while lowering your
cost-per-placement. It contains the most commonly used
rodenticide active ingredient, bromadiolone, in a superior soft
bait formulation.
• Different flavor profile from FirstStrike and TakeDown™.
®

• Available in 12g pouches (4 lb. bag or 16 lb. pail) and larger 40g
pouches (16 lb. pail) ideal for use with SoftSecure™ Technology (SST).
• Resolv 40g pail comes with 5 SSTs.

Why Liphatech Soft Bait?

PERFORMANCE

WAX-FREE

PALATABILITY

FLEXIBILITY

Greater efficacy and better
results compared to
traditional blocks.

Durable formula won’t melt
in high temperatures or
crumble, reducing waste.

No-wax formulas are highly
attractive, even when other
food is available.

Quickly secure single or
multiple pouch placements;
remove paper for less mess.
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The Only Bromethalin Soft Bait*

TakeDown Soft Bait
• The only soft bait formulated with bromethalin (100 ppm), an acute,
non-anticoagulant neurotoxin.*
• Designed to take on heavy infestations and anticoagulant-resistant
rodent populations.
• Start seeing results 2-3 days after placement.

*The first and only bromethalin soft bait for the PMP market.

TakeDown
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Acute Action

TakeDown Soft Bait
TakeDown is the first and only non-anticoagulant
bromethalin soft bait for pest management professionals.
Its highly potent formula is the ideal rodenticide for efficiently
reducing heavy rat and mouse infestations in commercial
accounts and select residential locations. Because it
is an acute rodenticide, it can also be used to address
anticoagulant-resistant rodent populations.
• Use to knock down rodent populations before switching to FirstStrike
or Resolv for regular maintenance.
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• Available in 8g pouches (4 lb. bag).

Why Liphatech Soft Bait?

PERFORMANCE

WAX-FREE

PALATABILITY

FLEXIBILITY

Greater efficacy and better
results compared to
traditional blocks.

Durable formula won’t melt
in high temperatures or
crumble, reducing waste.

No-wax formulas are highly
attractive, even when other
food is available.

Quickly secure single or
multiple pouch placements;
remove paper for less mess.

SoftSecure™ Technology
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Give Rodents Their Last Meal Behind Bars

SoftSecure Technology (SST)
• Ideal for all Liphatech soft bait pouches as well as traditional blocks.
• Easily fits into most bait stations, eliminating bait rod hassles.
• Place bait directly on the SST without the paper pouch – no more
paper shreds.

SoftSecure Technology
The Soft Bait Innovators™

Designed for Results

SoftSecure Technology
Liphatech’s innovative SoftSecure Technology (SST) is a
rodenticide placement device specifically designed for soft
bait. Using SST allows you to service bait stations faster while
eliminating the mess. It easily snaps into most bait stations,
replacing the hassle of bait rods, especially in cold weather.
SST also works with traditional block baits.
• Designed for Aegis bait stations, including Aegis-RP, Aegis-RP Anchor,
Aegis Rat and Aegis Modular.
®

• Also compatible with Protecta LP, Protecta EVO Express, Protecta
Sidekick, EZ Klean and Checkpoint bait stations.
• Available for purchase in cases of 12; 5 SSTs are included in 16 lb. pails
of 40g FirstStrike and Resolv .
®

®

SSTs Are Easy to Use.

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

RED LIDS

Easily open soft bait pouch.
Discard paper.

Just place the bait, close the
lid and go.

Rodents consume bait
between the bars.

The 16 lb. pails of 40g soft
bait come with 5 SSTs.

SST is not recommended for use with Rodent Café, M.P.U., EVO Ambush, Protecta and Protecta Sidewinder.
Aegis® is a registered trademark of Liphatech, Inc. (Milwaukee, WI). Protecta® and Evo® are registered
trademarks of Bell Laboratories (Madison, WI). EZ Klean™ is a trademark of VM Products (Bedford, TX).
Checkpoint ® is a registered trademark of Ecolab U.S.A. (St. Paul, MN). Sidekick™ and Express™ are
trademarks of Bell Laboratories (Madison, WI).
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Soft Bait at a Glance

PRODUCT

FIRSTSTRIKE

RESOLV

TAKEDOWN

Active ingredient, %

Difethialone, 0.0025%

Bromadiolone, 0.005%

Bromethalin, 0.01%

Size

10g

40g

12g

40g

8g

Product Packaging
(pouches)

4 lb. bag (182)
8 lb. pail (363)
16 lb. pail (736)

16 lb. pail (182)

4 lb. bag (151)
16 lb. pail (604)

16 lb. pail (182)

4 lb. bag (227)

1-4 pouches

1 pouch

1-4 pouches

1 pouch

1-2 pouches

9-43 pouches

2-11 pouches

7-36 pouches

2-11 pouches

4-24 pouches

Mice Placement

(spaced 8-12 ft apart)

Rat Placement

(spaced 15-30 ft apart)

For comparison, the leading wax-based block has 288 placements per 18 lb. pail.
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Soft Bait Solutions
Designed for Results
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Rat & Mouse Attractant™
Use non-toxic Rat & Mouse Attractant to monitor rodent
activity in and around commercial, industrial, agricultural
and residential buildings as well as in transport vehicles.
Because it is a non-toxic bait with the same highly attractive
taste as FirstStrike , it is ideal for luring rodents to snap traps.
Available in 10g pouches (8 lb. pail).
®
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Select the Right Bait for the Job

KEY USE

Everyday Go-To Bait

Clean-Out

What’s More Important,
Price or Performance?

Residential or
Commercial Usage?

Performance

Price

Residential

Hard-To-Get Rodent

RAT & MOUSE
ATTRACTANT

™

Commercial

Hard-to-get
rodents are
no match for
FirstStrike

What Service
Interval?

®
NO WAX SOFT BAIT

See for
yourself how
it outperforms
all other
rodenticides

Superior
performance
at a competitive
cost-perplacement

See great
results in
4-5 days
Daily

Population
knockdown
combined
with strong
palatability

For more detailed answers to soft bait
questions, visit liphatech.com and
download our Soft Bait FAQ Guide.

No Rodenticide

Weekly

See great
results in
4-5 days

FirstStrike’s
palatability
without the active
ingredient for
monitoring activity
or attracting
rodents to traps
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Our Soft Baits Speak for Themselves

”Since almost three years ago, we use
Resolv on all of our accounts daily. It has a
great attractant and is fed on pretty quickly.
It’s definitely our workhorse for rodent control.”

– Charlie Sloan
Service Manager
AMCO Ranger
St. Charles, MO
“We had started service for mice inside and
outside of the largest exotic food supermarket
of its kind in America. This facility is six
floors and also processes foods for sale and
distribution. Competing food had basically
rendered our baiting attempts useless. It was
strictly mechanical. We installed FirstStrike in
Liphatech’s Aegis mouse stations. Acceptance
was immediate, almost too good to be true. We
increased placements and service intervals.
Within 10 days sightings had decreased to
none. At 21 days feeding activity was at about
35%, and after 36 days had all but ceased. The
fact that FirstStrike was preferred over spilled
food blew me away!”

– John D. Stellberger
President
Environmental Health
Services, Inc.
Norwood, MA

”We were having problems with our regular
rodent bait melting in the hot Arizona sun and
decided to try FirstStrike. Many of our customers
are on maintenance plans just to keep the
pack rat population under control. I started out
putting FirstStrike on one side of the bait station
and our regular bait on the other. In every case
the FirstStrike was devoured first. FirstStrike is
more palatable, works better, and costs less in
the long run than the bait we had used for years.
I can honestly say this is the best bait I have
ever used.”

– Scott Mishler
Arizona Field Supervisor
Alpha Ecological
Vancouver, WA

“We recently acquired a monthly preventative
contract with a recycling center in Boulder
which had a large Norway rat infestation. We
trapped hundreds of rats in snap traps, and
then placed 15 bait stations with a mixture of
two leading mini blocks. But these rats were
completely overlooking the bait and eating the
more odorous piles of rotten food. Frustrated, I
turned to the Internet and ordered a 16 lb. pail
of FirstStrike. Once the FirstStrike was applied
the rats immediately went solely for the bait.
When I returned a week later a very excited
property manager told me that in the last two
days they had recovered over 200 dead rats.
I inspected the property and found dead rats
everywhere I turned. I collected over 50 more
rats but to my surprise only saw one live rat. I
would recommend FirstStrike to any pest control
company out there.”

– William Ryan Shoemaker
General Manager
Critter Control Denver
Dacono, CO

Visit our website to read about
real-life results from our FirstStrike
Success Story Challenge.

“We serviced a 220-unit housing site where
the living conditions were substandard and
housekeeping was a constant nightmare. We
sealed holes inside each unit and all entry
points on the exterior. But the residents left the
entry doors ajar and management wouldn’t trim
overgrown trees or increase the frequency of
trash removal. We used many different baits,
glue boards, snap traps, multi-catch traps and
tracking powder, but nothing seemed to be
able to maintain consistent control. We finally
decided to try FirstStrike and went in with an
intense interior bait placement strategy in
October. When we returned two weeks later, all
the product was consumed. We replenished the
bait every 10 to 14 days and by mid-November,
we had finally gained control of the infestation
that been plaguing our efforts for years.”

– E. Qadir Martin
Vice President
Alpha to Omega Termite and
Pest Control, Inc.
Philadelphia, PA

”We were one of the first to begin using
FirstStrike when it came out. In fact, we helped
test the product. Hands down, it was completely
eaten compared to many others. It’s the only
product that is completely consumed, even
when there are other food sources available.”

– Rob Guyette
General Manager
Braman Termite
and Pest Elimination
Springfield, MA
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Soft Bait Solutions
See Why We’re The Soft Bait Innovators™

SoftSecureTM Technology (SST)

Eraticate Soft Bait Awareness Tour

See how the SST device makes servicing bait
stations cleaner and faster.

See what happened when we took our soft bait
expertise to PMPs working in some of the worst
rodent-infested cities in the United States.

Elevate Rodent Control Effectiveness

Time Lapse of Bait Melting

Learn how to take a closer look during inspections
and understand the different types of resistance.

Watch for yourself how soft bait stands up to
the heat compared to traditional wax blocks.

For more informational videos,
please visit the Liphatech YouTube Channel
at: www.youtube.com/user/LiphatechInc
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Soft Bait Solutions
Guide

Don’t Be a Blockhead
With Liphatech’s advanced soft bait technology,
there’s little reason to stay with traditional wax blocks.
Make the switch today by calling
888-331-7900 or visiting www.liphatech.com
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